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“Director Peter Strickland’s transportive, fully 
realized alternate worlds put to shame most 
of the ‘cinematic universes’ that dominate 
contemporary film conversation. In The Duke 
of Burgundy, In Fabric, and now Flux Gourmet, 
Strickland and his collaborators assemble 
fantasy social scenes that operate on their 
own internal, slightly askew logic, with the 
rules of real-life social norms heightened for 
parodic effect, featuring dry dark humor, kink, 
and readily apparent cinematic influences. 
The Duke of Burgundy, for instance, presented 
an all-female community of BDSM-lov-
ing lepidopterists, seemingly all residing in 
improbable stately manors. Flux Gourmet 
presents a similar hermetic sylvan setting, 
this time depicting enthusiasts of a robustly 
imagined music scene, satirizing both the 
art world and the entangled romantic and 

creative travails of collaboration...Strickland 
has made a career out of using familiar tropes 
from “Euro-sleaze,” giallo, and schlock horror 
to elevate comedies of manners into epic 
endeavors. He conjures those genres’ garish 
colors and aggressive sound work around 
relationship conflicts in The Duke of Burgundy, 
a meditation on retail culture of In Fabric, and 
a metatextual look at filmmaking in Berberian 
Sound Studio. Flux Gourmet in many ways 
feels like it’s remixing elements from each of 
those earlier works. It combines the setting 
and attention to interpersonal dynamics of 
Duke of Burgundy (and reuses its reference to 
a “human toilet”), the older woman/young-
er man romance of In Fabric (with Christie 
again playing the woman, to boot), and the 
meticulous attention to Foley work from 
Berberian Sound Studio. More than that, the 
film draws directly from Strickland’s time as 
a musician, as he’s spent decades with the 
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Sonic Catering Band, which does indeed turn 
food noises into music. Many of the songs 
Elle’s collective performs in the film were 
originally performed by that band. To a more 
literal extent than many filmmakers already 
do, Strickland has fashioned a world in which 
his personal predilections become fixations 
for his characters. Here the name of his band 
identifies an entire respected field.”
—Dan Schindel, Reverse Shot [2022]
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“Tim Sidell’s cinematography, Saffron 
Cullane’s wonderfully outlandish costumes 
and the uncanny sound design all deserve 
mention for the rich aesthetic blanket draped 
across the film. But underneath that blanket 
Flux Gourmet is lacking something of the 
deep-seated viscera of Strickland’s other 
work. Flux Gourmet is superficially, affect-
edly weird in a way that misses the unset-
tling dreamlike wrongness that is so key to 
Berberian Sound Studio or In Fabric, while the 
psychology of its characters are often too 
rote to elicit the empathy and drama of The 
Duke of Burgundy or Katalin Varga. That’s not 
to say that Flux Gourmet is without delectable 
morsels. The aforementioned cinematography 
is rich with colour and contrast, bringing out 
the deep reds and inky blacks that domi-
nate the frame. Elsewhere, the collective’s 
performances are a baffling delight to watch, 
as are the studied performances of the cast. 

Moreover, while the viscera of the film could 
be more pungent, its exploration of the ways 
that food, sex, performance and conflict in-
tersect are at the very least intriguing. There 
is a great deal to enjoy here for devotees of 
Strickland’s work and the film feels destined 
to be described as his weirdest piece yet.”
—Christopher Machell, Cinevue [2022]

CAST & CREW

Director ....................................Peter Strickland
Screenplay................................Peter Strickland

Asa Butterfield .................................Billy Rubin
Gwendoline Christie ...................... Jan Stevens
Ariane Labed ............................. Lamina Propria
Fatma Mohamed .............................. Elle di Elle
Makis Papadimitriou ...............................Stones
Richard Bremmer ...............................Dr. Glock
Leo Bill ........................Technical Assistant Wim
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DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPHY

• Flux Gourmet (2022)
• In Fabric (2019)
• The Duke of Burgundy (2015)
• Björk: Biophilia Live (2014)
• Berberian Sound Studio (2012)
• Katalin Varga (2009)
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